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“The Statistics Wars and Intellectual Conflicts
of Interest”

How should journal editors react to heated
disagreements about statistical significance
tests?
I’m only going to talk about this metastatistical
question based on my (2021) editorial with this
title in Conservation Biology
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How should they react?
They should avoid:
• taking sides.
• obeying calls for author guidelines to reflect a
particular statistical philosophy or standpoint.
The question is how to prevent the misuse of
statistical methods without selectively favoring
one side.
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Signs that one is going beyond merely enforcing
proper use of statistical significance tests:

• the proposed reform is either the subject of
heated controversy
• or is based on presupposing a philosophy at
odds with that of statistical significance testing.
Statistical philosophy refers to underlying
conceptions about the roles of probability, nature
of evidence and statistical inference
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Some say: problems with p-values are not
about underlying philosophy, the problem is that
• they exaggerate evidence,
• they are not evidence
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The first assumes p-values need to match a
(a particular) Bayesian posterior on the null
The second: “P-values are not proper
evidence as they violate the likelihood
principle.” (Burnham and Anderson 2014)
This presupposes that statistical methods
ought to obey the likelihood principle (LP), a
long-standing point of controversy in the
statistics wars.
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In a nutshell: The LP says to condition on the
particular sample data, there is no consideration
of outcomes other than those observed and thus
no consideration of error probabilities.
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Whatever one's view of error probabilities, a
criticism based on presupposing their irrelevance
is radically different from one that points to
misuses of tests for their intended purpose—to
assess and control error probabilities.
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• It is easy to miss or downplay philosophical
presuppositions, especially if one has a strong
interest in endorsing the policy upshot: to
abandon statistical significance.
• Having the power to enforce such a policy,
however, can create a conflict of interest (COI).
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• Unlike a typical COI, this one is intellectual and
could threaten the intended goals
of integrity, reproducibility, and transparency in
science.
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For a journal or organization to take sides
in these long-standing controversies—or
even to appear to do so—encourages
• groupthink, bandwagon effects,
• discourages practitioners from arriving
at their own reflective conclusions
about methods.
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Episode leading to this editorial: The American
Statistical Association (ASA) President’s Task Force
on Statistical Significance and Replicability
Appointed by the ASA in 2019, it was put in a very
odd position, namely needing to
“address concerns that a 2019 editorial [by the
ASA's executive director (Wasserstein, Schirm
and Lazar 2019)] might be mistakenly interpreted
as official ASA policy” (Benjamini et al., 2021)
—as if the executive director’s editorial continues
the 2016 ASA Statement on p-values (Wasserstein
12
& Lazar, 2016).

The 2016 Statement largely warns against
well-known fallacies in using p values
The 2019 editorial, Wasserstein et al. (2019),
claims the 2016 statement “stopped just short of
recommending that declarations of ‘statistical
significance’ be abandoned” and announce “We
take that step here….‘statistically significant’—
don’t say it and don’t use it” (my emphasis).
• You may use p values, but don’t call them
statistical significance levels, & don’t assess your
p value by preset thresholds (e.g. .05, .01,.005):
No significance/no threshold view
(same lead author, the ASA executive director)
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From a transcript of an NISS Luncheon
August 2021
Karen Kafadar describes what led her to appoint
the Task Force in December 2019
“Xiao-Li Meng and I were in a meeting …with legal
personnel, lawyers and judges, and one of them
said, ‘Can I ask you since ASA says we're not
supposed to use p values anymore? How are we
supposed to evaluate scientific merit of reported
studies?’”
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Karen Kafadar (cont.):
“A bigger concern was the attitude that it might have
conveyed which was statisticians have been
recommending their methods for decades. Now we
find out they're invalid. Why should we trust anything
from statisticians?”
She and others had gathered around 50 articles that
mistakenly thought the Executive Director’s Editorial
was ASA policy
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So the ASA Board created the Task Force in
December 2019 “with a charge to develop
thoughtful principles and practices that the ASA
can endorse and share with scientists and journal
editors.” (Amstat News, January 2020)
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The ASA President’s Task Force:
Linda Young, National Agric Stats, U of Florida (Co-Chair)
Xuming He, University of Michigan (Co-Chair)
Yoav Benjamini, Tel Aviv University
Dick De Veaux, Williams College (ASA Vice President)
Bradley Efron, Stanford University
Scott Evans, George Washington U (ASA Pubs Rep)
Mark Glickman, Harvard University (ASA Section Rep)
Barry Graubard, National Cancer Institute
Xiao-Li Meng, Harvard University
Vijay Nair, Wells Fargo and University of Michigan
Nancy Reid, University of Toronto
Stephen Stigler, The University of Chicago
Stephen Vardeman, Iowa State University
Chris Wikle, University of Missouri
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Despite the pandemic, by July 2020 had a
document for the ASA Board
But the ASA didn’t “endorse and share” it, and
for nearly a year the document had been in
limbo, turned down for publication in various
journals (e.g., Nature, Science)
The ASA invited the Task Force to publicize it
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The ASA President’s Task Force (a 1 page
consensus document): includes:
“The use of P-values and significance testing, properly
applied and interpreted,
• increase the rigor of the conclusions drawn from
data
• are important tools that should not be abandoned.
• Much of the controversy surrounding statistical
significance can be dispelled through a better
appreciation of uncertainty, variability, multiplicity,
and replicability”
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The Task Force also states:

“P-values and significance tests are among the most
studied and best understood statistical procedures in
the statistics literature”.
As an aside to this, Stephen Stigler asks (reported at
the NISS lunch):
“…Which of the exciting new methods on modern
data science machine learning can the same be
said?”
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?
Is Nature or Science keen to write about:
“Scientists Rise Up In Favor of WellUnderstood Methods”
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What Sells
• Scientists Rise Up Against Statistical
Significance (Nature1)
• Statisticians' Call To Arms: Reject Significance
And Embrace Uncertainty! (NPR)
1Amhrein

et al (2019)
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The same drive for sensational and shocking
results leading to selection biases in science
also leads to favoring sensational findings in
meta science, especially if it takes the form of
scapegoating statistical significance tests
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• The President’s Task Force report did finally
appear in July 2021 in Annals of Applied Statistics,
where Kafadar is editor-in-chief
• One wonders why it came to the point of needing
to appoint a Task Force:
“to address concerns that a 2019 editorial in The
American Statistician (an ASA journal) might be
mistakenly interpreted as official ASA policy”.
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• I thought there would be a lot of discussion at that
NISS lunch, but there was little and it ended early.
• A disclaimer that Wasserstein et al., 2019 was not
ASA policy would have avoided both the confusion
and the slight to opposing views within the
Association.
• As was explained at that meeting, the only person
who can direct executive directors to include a
disclaimer when publishing private opinion is the
executive director
(I had a blogpost “Les stat c’est moi”)
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To clear the air on 2 points: first, there’s
nothing personal
• Wasserstein (who followed my blog) had invited
me to be a “philosophical observer” at the 2015
meeting that led to the initial 2016 statement.
(He felt it would be historical and it made sense to
include a philosopher of stat)
• He invited me to speak at the 2017 meeting: “A
world Beyond P < 0.05) in a session defending
the right use of p-values (Benjamini as well)
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• At a conference “Fixing Science” (Feb 2020,
one of the last in-person for me), he
encouraged me to debate with him at a
conference in Ireland.
• When I saw the 2019 Wasserstein editorial
(introducing 40+ articles), I like others,
assumed it was a continuation of the 2016
statement
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• I know word-smithing is done by others, so I
wanted to alert him that the 4 principle in the
2019 document are stated in much more
extreme terms.
(2 principles are left out)
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“The 2019 ASA Guide to P-values and Statistical
Significance: Don’t Say What You Don’t Mean”
(Some Recommendations)
(Mayo blogpost, June 2019)
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From Wasserstein et al (2019) editorial:
• No p-value can reveal the plausibility, presence,
truth, or importance of an association or effect.
• Don’t conclude anything about scientific or
practical importance based on statistical
significance (or lack thereof).
In 2016, the claims were more like:
• “no p-value by itself” and “a p-value, or statistical
significance, does not measure the size or
importance of an effect”
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Principle 1 (from 2016) –not in 2019
“A p-value provides one approach to summarizing
the incompatibility between a particular set of data
and a proposed model for the data. (ASA I, p. 131)
…This incompatibility can be interpreted as casting
doubt on or providing evidence against the null
hypothesis [e.g., one that postulates the absence of
an effect or relationship]
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However, evidence against the absence of an
effect would be an indication of the presence of
the effect
At odds with the first 2019 bulleted item:
• No p-value can reveal the ..presence…of an
association or effect.
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And why does Principle #4 from the 2016 statement
not appear in 2019? :
(from) Principle #4 of 2016. “Valid scientific
conclusions based on p-values and related statistics
cannot be drawn without at least knowing how many
and which analyses were conducted. Researchers
should disclose the number of hypotheses explored
… all statistical analyses conducted, and all p-values
computed. …Cherry-picking promising findings, also
known by such terms as data dredging, …selective
inference, …should be vigorously avoided.”
Possibly because the no threshold view is at odds
with it
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To clear the air on a second front
I’m very sympathetic to moving away from
accept/reject uses of tests (inductive behavior
philosophy)—argued for decades
•

In my reformulation of tests*, instead of a binary
cut-off (significant or not) the particular outcome is
used to infer discrepancies that are or are not
warranted

•

In a nutshell: one tests several discrepancies from
a reference hypothesis and reports those well or
poorly warranted

*developed with A. Spanos, DR Cox, D. Hand
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You don’t need to embrace “no thresholds” to
report the attained p value.
Leading N-P theorists already recommend
reporting p, which “gives an idea of how strongly
the data contradict the hypothesis…[and] enables
others to reach a verdict based on the significance
level of their choice” (Lehmann & Romano, 2005).
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What the no-threshold view does, if taken
strictly, is preclude testing
• If one cannot say ahead of time about any result that it
will not be allowed to count in favor of a claim, then
one does not test that claim.
• There is no test or falsification, even of the statistical
variety.
• What is the point of insisting on replication if at no
stage can one say the effect failed to replicate (no
matter how many failures)?
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Even to distinguish poorly warranted and well
warranted claims requires thresholds (I advocate
several benchmarks)
Wasserstein et al (2019) “[T]he problem is not that
of having only two labels. Results should not be
trichotomized, or indeed categorized into any
number of groups…”
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• Many sign on to the no-threshold view thinking
it blocks perverse incentives to data dredge,
multiple test, and p hack when confronted with
a large, statistically nonsignificant p value.
• Carefully considered, the reverse seems true.
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• In a world without predesignated thresholds, it
would be hard to hold the data dredgers
accountable for reporting a nominally small Pvalue through ransacking, data dredging, spin,
trying and trying again.
• “whether a p-value passes any arbitrary threshold
should not be considered at all" in deciding how
to interpret data
• What distinguishes genuine P-values from invalid
ones is that they meet a prespecified error
probability.
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• There are ample forums for arguing for
one or another statistical methodology—
still open to debate
• All I’m saying is there is no call for journal
editors or executive directors to place a
thumb on the scale.
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New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM)
• In response to a request by ASA officials to
revise their author guidelines, NEJM (2019)
insists on “P values interpreted by reliably
calculated thresholds subjected to appropriate
adjustments [for multiple testing]” and
“claiming an effect ... be limited to analyses for
which the analysis plan outlined a method for
controlling Type I error…” (Harrington
et al., 2019: 286).
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Some Bayesian clinical trialists object

“The [regulatory] requirement of type I error control
for Bayesian adaptive designs causes them to lose
many of their philosophical advantages, such as
compliance with the likelihood principle, and creates
a design that is inherently frequentist” (Ryan et al.
2020).
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These clinical trialists look to the 2019 “no
significance/no threshold”
• The authors admit “the type I error was inflated
in the Bayesian adaptive designs … [but]
adjustments to posterior probabilities, are not
required for multiple looks at the data”
• “Given the recent discussions to abandon
significance testing, it may be useful to move
away from controlling type I error entirely in trial
designs”. (Ryan et al. 2020)
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• Torn between empirical error control and
philosophy, they appeal to “abandon significance”
to retain “philosophical advantages”
• This is a traditional and highly influential view,
that sound philosophical foundations are to be
found in an a priori, ideally rational tool for updating
degrees of belief.
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The one thing Fisher, Neyman, Pearson’s tester
objects to is the idea of a single rule for ideally
rational inference
Their philosophy of statistics was pragmatic,
systematic while recognizing the need to control
human biases (Fisher: design/inference, RCTs,
N-P: predesignated power, alternatives)
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• It may be retorted that implausible inferences
can be blocked by appropriate prior degrees
of belief, but this misses the crucial point.
• The key function of statistical significance
tests is to constrain the human tendency to
selectively favor views they believe in.
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• Whether in dealing with environmental
policy advocates, drug lobbyists, or avid
calls to expel statistical significance tests,
a strong belief in the efficacy of an
intervention is distinct from its having been
well tested.
• Applied science will be well served by
editorial policies that uphold that
distinction.
End
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A Link to: The ASA president’s task force
statement on statistical significance and
replicability (LINK)
For references, see Mayo Editorial (LINK)
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The 2016 ASA Statement’s Six Principles
(1) P-values can indicate how incompatible the data are with a
specified statistical model
(2) P-values do not measure the probability that the studied
hypothesis is true, or the probability that the data were
produced by random chance alone
(3) Scientific conclusions and business or policy decisions
should not be based only on whether a p-value passes a
specific threshold
(4) Proper inference requires full reporting and transparency
(5) A p-value, or statistical significance, does not measure the
size of an effect or the importance of a result
(6) By itself, a p-value does not provide a good measure of
evidence regarding a model or hypothesis
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